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Every woman would kill for one . . . Manhattan fashionista Kelly Quinn thought she’d left her upstate New York town far
behind . . . until the Seventh Avenue expat returns home to revamp her grandmother’s consignment shop into an
upscale boutique—and unwittingly sets a trend for murder . . . After her rising career as a Manhattan buyer is derailed,
Kelly has mixed feelings about relocating back to Lucky Cove, in spite of her big plans for the soon-to-be-renamed
Curated by Kelly Resale Boutique. What’s left of her luck starts running out when a customer puts on a black lace dress
that triggers visions of someone being murdered. As if the haunted “Murder Dress” isn’t enough to kill business, the
psychic’s doppelganger cousin has just been found bludgeoned to death. Was Maxine LeMoyne the real target or was it
a case of mistaken murder? With some creepy pre-Halloween bargain hunters walking the night and Kelly suddenly a
person of interest, a second murder rocks the close-knit town. Now Kelly could be the one who ends up talking to dead
people when she’s stalked by a killer determined to take her out in high style . . .
Bestselling author Sherry Harris gives us the second in a new cozy mystery series featuring a bartender sleuth in the tiny
town of Emerald Cove, Florida. BAD TO THE BONE Chloe loves her new life pouring beers and mixing cocktails at the
Sea Glass Saloon in the Florida Panhandle town of Emerald Cove. But on the job, the only exercise she gets is walking
from one end of the bar to the other, so in the mornings she loves to run on the beach. On this morning’s foggy run, she
spots a sailboat washed up on a sandbar. Hearing a cry, she climbs aboard the beached vessel to investigate and finds
not only a mewling kitten—but a human skeleton in the cabin. The skeleton is tied back to Chloe’s friend Ralph, whose
wife disappeared on a sailboat with three other people twelve years ago. Believing his wife was lost at sea, Ralph
remarried. Now he finds himself a murder suspect. Chloe is determined to find out who’s been up to some skulduggery,
but her sleuthing will lead her into some rough waters and some bone-chilling revelations… “Entertaining…a pleasantly
appealing debut series.” —Dru’s Books Musings
FOUL PLAY IN THE GYM When it comes to running a successful garage sale, Sarah Winston believes in doing her
homework. She also believes in giving back. But when she agrees to manage an athletic equipment swap, she doesn't
bargain on an uncharitable killer. The day of the event, the school superintendent is found dead in the gymnasium. HAS
SARAH PLAYING DEFENSE Suddenly the murder suspects are the school board members—including the husband of a
very difficult client who's hired Sarah to run a high-end sale and demands she do her bidding. In between tagging and
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haggling, Sarah studies the clues to see who wanted to teach the superintendent a lesson. But as she closes in on the
truth, the killer intends to give her a crash course on minding her own business . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage
Sale Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed, this is a
definite winner.”—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All Murders Final! “Full of garage-sale tips...amusing. A solid choice for
fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery series.” —Library Journal on Tagged for Death “A slam dunk
for those who love antiques and garage sales . . . surprising twists and turns.” —Kirkus Reviews on A Good Day to Buy
She's back with an exciting new mystery series, Second Treasures. In the first volume, “Twice Sold Murder,” Margaret
Evans takes us to the Mesabi Range in Minnesota, where Laura Keene returns to her hometown to dig into the past and
solve the mystery of her parents' deaths. What she finds, instead, are secrets buried in the goods of her thrift shop that
entangle her in intrigue and danger, and only with the aid of an old friend and a mysterious cat does she have a chance
to uncover what happened all those years ago.
To save his old firm, Reuben Frost must find a killer in the heart of Hell’s Kitchen It’s the last business day of the year
and Tom Henderson is alone in the library of prominent Wall Street law firm Chase & Ward. He’ll be out the door as soon
as he grabs one last volume of case law from the sleek compact shelving system recently installed in the firm’s new
Clinton Plaza building. But when the shelves slide open, they reveal the mangled body of a senior associate lying dead in
the stacks. The victim had few friends—and many enemies—and the killer could’ve come from anywhere in New York.
Has a murderer infiltrated Chase & Ward, or is someone inside the firm committing sinister deeds? It falls to Reuben
Frost, the firm’s most respected retired member, to answer that awful question. Murder Saves Face is the 6th book in the
Reuben Frost Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Story about the quadruple homicide in Des Peres, Mo in Oct 1980. Committed by a mass murderer and serial killer. Multinational killer and some of the possible crimes connected to him.
Summer Prescott Books is thrilled to announce the release of Second-Hand Murder - Book 1 in The Bandit Hills Series
from Paranormal Cozy author, Blair Merrin!!! When second-hand shopkeeper, Cassie Cleary, receives a strange
donation that is somehow linked to a recently deceased young woman, things in the eccentric town of Bandit Hills get
even stranger. Will Cassie, and her P.I. pal Dash, find out the meaning behind the unusual artifact before it's too late?
This Paranormal Cozy Mystery is sure to keep you on the edge of your seat, and make you laugh out loud too!
TO RECOVER A PRICELESS MANUSCRIPT . . . A wealthy widow has asked Sarah Winston to sell her massive
collection of mysteries through her garage sale business. While sorting through piles of books stashed in the woman's
attic, Sarah is amazed to discover a case of lost Hemingway stories, stolen from a train in Paris back in 1922. How did
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they end up in Belle Winthrop Granville's attic in Ellington, Massachusetts, almost one hundred years later? WILL
SARAH HAVE TO PAY WITH HER LIFE? Before Sarah can get any answers, Belle is assaulted, the case is stolen, a
maid is killed, and Sarah herself is dodging bullets. And when rumors spread that Belle has a limited edition of The Sun
Also Rises in her house, Sarah is soon mixed up with a mobster, the fanatical League of Literary Treasure Hunters, and
a hard-to-read rare book dealer. With someone willing to kill for the Hemingway, Sarah has to race to catch the culprit—or
the bell may toll for her . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage Sale Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in this charming
mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed, this is a definite winner.”— RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All
Murders Final! “Full of garage-sale tips...amusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique
Mystery series.” —Library Journal on Tagged for Death “A slam dunk for those who love antiques and garage sales . .
.surprising twists and turns.”— Kirkus Reviews on A Good Day to Buy
For fans of Sophie Kinsella and Janet Evanovich... Fashion can be deadly... Jenna McGovern's strappy shoes and sundresses are not going
to cut it when she makes the move from Hollywood Hills to Blueberry Lake, Minnesota in the stone-cold dead of winter. A former stylist to the
stars, Jenna's determined to bring the latest red-carpet fashions back to the Midwest in an effort to revive her mother's floundering thrift
shop.When Jenna finds out her first client is Grant Mark, the best man in a high-profile winter wedding, she's thrilled. However, when Grant
gets a little too handsy in the dressing room, Jenna is forced to fend him off with her stiletto and send him packing. While she's glad to be rid
of the difficult groomsman, it's pure bad luck that Grant is found dead later that afternoon from a high heel to the throat. What's worse is that
the attractive chief of police is convinced Jenna's the one who put it there.If Jenna doesn't clear her name quickly, she'll not only lose the
chance to style the biggest winter wedding Blueberry Lake has ever seen, but her mother's thrift store will go under for good-and Jenna will
be stuck flaunting the worst fashion of all time: a neon orange jumpsuit.
When Sheriff Dan Rhodes is asked to join the Clearview Barbershop Chorus, he suspects that there's an ulterior motive, mainly because he
can't sing a note. He's momentarily distracted by a rogue alligator on the loose, but shortly afterward, Lloyd Berry, the director of the chorus,
is murdered. Berry is suspected of embezzling money, and he's leaked the information that a member of the chorus ordered a singing
valentine for a woman who isn't his wife. Later, Rhodes discovers that Berry has been gambling on eight-liners at Rollin' Sevens, a barely
legal operation in a strip center on the outskirts of town. Rhodes also must deal with the usual assortment of small-town crimes: a man
dressed in his underpants and cowboy boots picketing a law office, dogfood theft, and attempts on the life of a man who likes to root through
garbage. Rhodes sorts through clues that involve geocaching and barbershop singing with the help of a few oddball local characters before
he solves the crime.
When a haunted house reveals more than just ghosts... ...the sleepy town of Brimstone Bay finally wakes up. When young witch River
Halloway moves to the small town of Brimstone Bay for her very first journalist job, she doesn’t expect to cover anything ground-breaking.
That is, until a paranormal festival comes to town and a body is found on opening night. Now, with all evidence pointing towards a witch,
River must find the true killer before she becomes the prime suspect. Or worse, the next murder victim. Murder Any Witch Way is the first
book in N.M. Howell’s Brimstone Bay Mysteries paranormal cozy mystery series. If you're a fan of Amanda M. Lee, Annabel Chase, Elle
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Adams, and Kristen Painter, then be sure to get your fill of magic, mystery, and murder with these fun small town light-read mystery books
filled with cats, ghosts, and a sinister amount of trouble. BRIMSTONE BAY MYSTERIES Murder Any Witch Way Witch Way to Hallows' Bay
Bewitch You a Merry Christmas Witch Souls to Save
Lucy Stone learns that it's not good to have all your eggs in one basket when the annual Easter egg hunt hosted by elderly socialite Vivian
Van Vorst takes a murderous turn after a man dressed as the Easter Bunny drops dead. (This book was previously listed in Forecast.)
The highly anticipated sequel to the instant New York Times bestseller, A Good Girl's Guide to Murder! More dark secrets are exposed in this
addictive, true-crime fueled mystery. Pip is not a detective anymore. With the help of Ravi Singh, she released a true-crime podcast about the
murder case they solved together last year. The podcast has gone viral, yet Pip insists her investigating days are behind her. But she will
have to break that promise when someone she knows goes missing. Jamie Reynolds has disappeared, on the very same night the town
hosted a memorial for the sixth-year anniversary of the deaths of Andie Bell and Sal Singh. The police won't do anything about it. And if they
won't look for Jamie then Pip will, uncovering more of her town's dark secrets along the way... and this time everyone is listening. But will she
find him before it's too late?
Working on a story about the anniversary of a celebrity thrift shop, TV producer Sonya Iverson finds herself caught up in the Woodruff family's
disintegration. Hilda Woodruff, who manages the family's magazine empire, is locked in a bitter feud with her sisters, Ellin and Julia, over
which of their sons should succeed her as head of the family. When the family friend who runs the thrift shop is murdered, her body is found
by volunteer Kathryn Petite—who is Hilda Woodruff's secret daughter, placed for adoption when Hilda was a teenager. Hilda refuses to meet
this specter from her past, so Kathryn is volunteering at the thrift shop in an attempt to get close to her birth family. Sonya investigates the
murder, annoying the charming NYPD detective assigned to the case. But although Sonya's connection to the family lets her understand
clues others miss, she is unable to prevent another murder. In the end, Sonya's nose for news ferrets out the Woodruff family's darkest
secrets...and the identity if the killer in their midst. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
First place winner for "Popular Presentation of the Catholic Faith" from the Catholic Press Association! Thrift Store Saints is a collection of
true stories based on Jane Knuth’s experiences serving the poor at a St. Vincent de Paul thrift store in the inner city of Kalamazoo, Michigan.
At the outset of the book, Knuth is a reluctant new volunteer at the store, sharing that her middle-class, suburban, church-going background
has not prepared her well for this kind of work. By the end of the book, Knuth has undergone a transformation of sorts, and neither she nor
we can ever view the poor in the same way again. Knuth’s transformation is rooted in the prevailing message of Thrift Store Saints: When we
serve the poor, they end up helping us as much as we help them. Throughout the book we are introduced to new “saints,” as Knuth
thoughtfully, at times humorously, describes how her encounters with the poorest people led her to the greatest riches of God’s grace. Thrift
Store Saints makes clear that it doesn’t require heroic Mother Teresa-types to make a difference with the poor, and it even more powerfully
shows us that working with them is not gloomy, depressing work. Knuth’s moving stories demonstrate the profound joy any of us can
experience when we see serving the poor not as social work, but as a spiritual path that leads us to the heart of Jesus.
"Priscilla "Price" Jones is down on her luck. First, her childhood sweetheart dumps her a month before their wedding so he can hook up with
a model he met at one of his yogalates fitness studios. Then, her vegan smoothie store burns to the ground. Out of work and out of love,
Priscilla accepts the first job she can find, packs her bags, and takes the first bus from Portland to Salem, Oregon, to find her luck is even
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worse than she thought. Her new boss just died, and the old lady's thrift store, her apartment, and three huge male cats just got added to her
long list of problems. But when Price opens one of the old lady's books and accidentally unleashes some witchy magic, she soon realizes her
troubles have only just begun. A hilariously witchy reverse harem mystery. Don't miss the first book in bestselling authors N.M. Howell and
L.C. Hibbett's hilarious new series: Cats, Ghosts, and Avocado Toast! Who knew clean eating could be so messy?" ... amazon.com.

...Sarah took a deep breath and began. "I'm not sure how to explain this, Ruth. I feel," she hesitated, searching for the
right words. "I feel very drawn to this quilt or perhaps to the woman who made it. I feel as though this quilt needs
something from me...." A tattered quilt found in a thrift shop, an exhaustive search through the past, a murder suspect, a
grand jury hearing - all interwoven as the Cunningham Village folks return in this ninth book of A Quilting Cozy series
promising mystery, friendship, and lots of quilting.
Spunky and outspoken Eve Appel moves from Connecticut to rural Florida intent on starting a new life, free of drama,
and more importantly, her soon-to-be ex-husband. The rural Florida town of Sabal Bay, situated only an hour from West
Palm, proves to be the perfect spot for her consignment store. Thanks to the recent economic downturn, Florida's society
matrons need a place to discreetly sell their stuff and pick up expensive-looking bargains. But Eve's life, and her
business with it, is turned upside down when a wealthy customer is found stabbed to death in a fitting room. As
accusations fly and business slows, Eve decides to take things into her own hands. With the help of an unlikely bunch of
friends--including her estranged ex, her best friend, a handsome private eye, and a charming mafia don--she struggles to
find answers and save lives. Through a maze of distorted half-truths, dramatic cover-ups, and unrequited passions, Eve
learns just how far the wealthy will go to regain what they have lost. A Secondhand Murder is Book 1 of the Eve Appel
Mysteries Series.
Black Cats, Magic Lamps, Witches, and Thrift Shops: What more could you want in a cozy? When Alice Adelcraft follows
a black cat down an alleyway, she finds a street that wasn't there yesterday. The sign reads "Magic Row," and the stores
have names like "Spellbinders" and "A Witch's Thrift Shop." Most intriguing (and terrifying!) of all is the dead body Alice
finds behind a dumpster. She's seen enough of the world to know that if she doesn't stand up for the teen wizard orphan
accused of the murder, no one will help prove his innocence. But, stepping into the Magic Row community means posing
as a witch, and being found out means facing a hex so terrible only a rare person would risk it. Will Alice's choice become
the biggest mistake of her life or the best discovery of her lifetime?
For bargain hunter extraordinaire Sarah Winston, starting life over in Ellington, Massachusetts,has been a true trash-totreasure success story, except when there’s a run on dead bodies . . . Sarah’s latest client, Alice Krandle, is sure she
has a fortune in antiques on her hands. She’s already gotten a generous offer for the whole lot before her garage sale
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has even begun, but she thinks she can earn more with Sarah’s expert help. The problem is that while Sarah’s sorting
through items from decades past, her landlady, Stella, faces a clear and present danger. Stella’s kidnapper has
contacted Sarah with a set of instructions, and “Don’t call the police” is at the top of the list. But they didn’t say anything
about Sarah’s friend Harriet—who happens to be a former FBI hostage negotiator . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston
Garage Sale Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed,
this is a definite winner.”— RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All Murders Final! “Full of garage-sale tips…amusing. A solid
choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery series.” —Library Journal on Tagged for Death
“Incredibly enjoyable.” —Mystery Scene on Sell Low, Sweet Harriet Visit us at www.kensingtonbooks.com
HER BROTHER IS NO BARGAIN When Sarah Winston’s estranged brother Luke shows up on her doorstep, asking her
not to tell anyone he’s in town—especially her ex, the chief of police—the timing is strange, to say the least. Hours earlier,
Sarah’s latest garage sale was taped off as a crime scene following the discovery of a murdered Vietnam vet and his
gravely injured wife—her clients, the Spencers. BUT IS HE A KILLER? All Luke will tell Sarah is that he’s undercover,
investigating a story. Before she can learn more, he vanishes as suddenly as he appeared. Rummaging through his
things for a clue to his whereabouts, Sarah comes upon a list of veterans and realizes that to find her brother, she’ll have
to figure out who killed Mr. Spencer. And all without telling her ex . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage Sale
Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed, this is a
definite winner. Bargain-hunting has never been so much fun!” —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All Murders Final! “Full of
garage-sale tips . . . amusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery series.”
—Library Journal on Tagged for Death
? “Big Bob” Bashara put on a respectable face. To his friends in Detroit’s affluent suburb of Grosse Pointe, he was a
married father of two, Rotary Club President, church usher and soccer dad who organized charity events with his wife,
Jane. To his “slaves,” he was “Master Bob,” a cocaine-snorting slumlord who operated a sex dungeon and had a
submissive girlfriend to do his bidding—and he wanted more slaves to serve him. But Bashara knew he couldn’t rule a
household of concubines on his income alone. He eyed his wife’s sizable retirement account and formulated a
murderous plan. This meticulous account tells the complete story of the crime, the nationally watched investigation and
trials, and the lives affected.
Starting your life over at age thirty-eight isn't easy, but that's what Sarah Winston finds herself facing when her husband
CJ runs off with a 19-year-old temptress named Tiffany. Sarah's self-prescribed therapy happily involves hitting all the
garage and tag sales in and around her small town of Ellington, Massachusetts. If only she could turn her love for bargain
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hunting into a full-time career. One man's junk is another man's treasure But after returning from a particularly successful
day searching for yard sale treasures, Sarah finds a grisly surprise in one of her bags: a freshly bloodied shirt. . .that
undoubtedly belongs to her ex, CJ, who now happens to be Ellington's chief of police. If that's not bad enough, it seems
Tiffany has gone missing. Now it's up to Sarah to prove that her cold-hearted ex is not a cold-blooded killer. . . But finding
that treasure can be murder.
In the walk-in freezer, Gwen finds the missing store manager. Unfortunately, her sampling knife is buried in his chest.
Even worse, the handle is covered in Gwen's Cheez Whiz fingerprints. She rockets to the top of the suspect list in two
seconds flat. Upon discovering a witness--the cleaning woman--Gwen is disappointed. GERRY puts booze in her
Thermos, lives in the store's attic, and bought her dentures at a thrift store. She also refuses to tell the police what she
saw. Gwen and cashier CARMEN ROSALES unite to save Gwen from her worst nightmare: having to pee in front of the
other criminals in jail. Armed with $4.98 binoculars and caramel macchiatos, Gwen and Carmen snoop, spy, investigate
suspects, duck-walk through backyards, and outwit tyrannical management. Together, they must discover who murdered
the boss before the detective-with-an-agenda returns to arrest Gwen.
Everything you know is a lie...Eighteen-year-old Grace is sick of running. For over two thousand years the Angels have hunted the
Half-Born, determined to maintain the barrier that conceals the magical world from Human eyes. Grace and her foster family have
survived capture by living amongst humans, but the noose is tightening as the spell binding their magic begins to fail. When
unexpected allies send Grace and her family crashing into the world of The Shadow Children, she finds herself at the epicentre of
a battle to save those she loves. But who can she trust when everyone has the face of an angel?The Shadow Children is the first
book in The Demon-Born Trilogy, an exhilarating series of Urban Fantasy novels. If you like action-packed fantasy that tugs at the
heartstrings, then you'll love L.C. Hibbett's debut.
When accomplished translator Torrey Tunet stays at the home of friend Desmond Moore, she becomes the prime suspect in a
series of murders and must use her newfound confidence and street smarts to clear her name.
ONE WOMAN’S TRASH . . . Sarah Winston’s garage sale business has a new client: the daughter of a couple who recently died
in a tragic accident while away on a trip to Africa. Their house is full of exotic items from around the world that need to be sold off.
When Sarah learns that the deceased were retired CIA agents, the job becomes more intriguing—but when an intruder breaks in
and a hidden camera is found, it also becomes more dangerous. And Sarah has enough on her plate right now since she’s
investigating a murder on the side at the nearby Air Force base, where her status as a former military spouse gives her a special
kind of access. . . . IS ANOTHER WOMAN’S TROUBLE With so much work piling up, Sarah decides to hire some help. But her
assistant, Harriet—a former FBI hostage negotiator—has a rare talent for salesmanship. Which is good, because Sarah may have to
haggle for her life with Harriet’s assistance . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage Sale Mysteries “There’s a lot going on in
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this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed, this is a definite winner.” —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars on All
Murders Final! “Full of garage-sale tips...amusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott Antique Mystery
series.” —Library Journal on Tagged for Death “A slam dunk for those who love antiques and garage sales . . .surprising twists and
turns.” —Kirkus Reviews on A Good Day to Buy
SHE’S GOT THE GOODS . . . As a former military spouse, Sarah Winston’s learned a little about organizing, packing, and
moving. Her latest project sounds promising: a couple of tech-industry hipsters, newly arrived in her Massachusetts town, who
need to downsize. Unfortunately, when Sarah tries to sell their stuff, she discovers it’s all stolen—and she’s the unwitting fence.
BUT SARAH’S PROBLEMS ARE JUST BEGINNING Michelle, an old friend of Sarah’s from the Air Force base, is in line for a
promotion—but not everyone is happy about it, and she’s been hit with an anonymous discrimination complaint. When one of the
men she suspects is behind the accusations turns up dead in Michelle’s car, Sarah needs to clear Michelle’s name—as well as
her own for selling hot merchandise. And she’ll have to do it while also organizing a cat lady’s gigantic collection of feline
memorabilia, or they’ll be making room for Sarah in a jail cell . . . Praise for the Sarah Winston Garage Sale Mysteries “There’s a
lot going on in this charming mystery, and it all works . . . Well written and executed, this is a definite winner.” —RT Book Reviews,
4 Stars on All Murders Final! “Full of garage-sale tips...amusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland’s Josie Prescott
Antique Mystery series.” —Library Journal on Tagged for Death “A slam dunk for those who love antiques and garage sales . .
.surprising twists and turns.” —Kirkus Reviews on A Good Day to Buy
When four murders take place in a secluded English community, Scottish barrister Rex Graves is called on by an old friend to lend
his investigatory expertise. The authorities suspect a shady house agent, but letters written in blood on the bodies tip Rex off to a
different kind of killer. Digging into the past, Rex discovers that the victims were not who they appeared to be. For the first time,
he’s not up against a lone operator. With his fiancée away on a cruise, Rex must race to solve the murder before she catches him
indulging his forbidden crime-solving hobby . . . or before he becomes the latest victim. Praise: “Satisfying . . . Smooth prose will
keep cozy fans turning the pages.”—Publishers Weekly “Nicely mixes procedural detail and village charm and will appeal to fans of
Deborah Crombie and Anne Cleeland.”—Booklist
Cats, cookies, and murder? Talk about an unfortunate recipe for a Halloween celebration. After finding out her job at the Brimstone
Press is at risk when a misogynistic journalist from her past is hired, clever witch and accidental cat lady River Halloway doesn’t
think her day could get any worse. That is, until someone new to town is mysteriously killed during the Hallows’ Bay Halloween
celebration. To make matters worse, one of the most beloved people in town is accused of the murder. Now, not only must River
uncover the mystery and be the first to write the story for the sake of saving her career, but she must find who the real killer is
before her dear friend gets sent to prison for murder. Witch Way to Hallows Bay is the second book in N.M. Howell’s Brimstone
Bay paranormal cozy mystery series. If you're a fan of Amanda M. Lee, Amorette Anderson, and Michelle M. Pillow, then be sure
to get your fill of magic, mystery, and murder with these fun small town light-read mystery books filled with cats, ghosts, and a
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whole lot of witchy magic. BRIMSTONE BAY Murder Any Witch Way Witch Way to Hallows' Bay Bewitch You a Merry Christmas
Witch Souls to Save
As the first in the Two Widows Mystery Series by Pacific Northwest writer, Ruth Ross, Two Widows and the Thrift Store Murders is
a humorous and touching tale of murder, mayhem, and great bargains. Widow Millie Mahoney is a dabbler. She dabbles in all
sorts of things: art, writing, politics, and sometimes employment. Unfortunately, nothing captures her attention for long, at least not
until she finds herself dabbling in murder. Millie's mother, Margaret Cisneros is also a widow, but she doesn't dabble like her
daughter. Instead, she quilts. She's also the voice of reason with her occasional efforts to keep Millie on track and the dog out of
trouble. But even Margaret can't resist going along on this shopping trip. Join the Two Widows as they find more than they
bargained for at the local charity thrift store.
Her Next Sale When Sarah Winston started the virtual garage sale, it seemed like a keystroke of genius and the next logical step
in her business. No more collapsing card tables and rainy-day washouts. But what began as a fun way to run garage sales during
the long New England winter has become a nightmare of managing people and putting out fires. Online, she can avoid the
crowds--but not the crazies. May Be Her Last She certainly never bargained on dealing with frightening threats. And when a client
is murdered, it's time for Sarah to swallow her pride and seek the help of her ex--C.J. Hooker, chief of police. Forging a tense
alliance, they search--online and off--for the killer. But solving this crime before someone else gets tagged seems virtually
impossible... Praise for Tagged for Death "Full of garage-sale tips...amusing. A solid choice for fans of Jane K. Cleland's Josie
Prescott Antique Mystery series." --Library Journal "Skillfully rendered...Sarah is the type of intelligent, resourceful, and appealing
person we would all like to get to know better." --Mystery Scene

I came to London to kill vampires... ...I failed. I woke up in my apartment days after our failed mission, alone and near
death. Well, alone apart from the Vampire King who has been in my head since he bit me that night. I don't know how our
minds became linked or how I survived that night when the rest of my team did not, but I've been in hiding ever since. I
think it's fair to say my life has gone to shit. What's left of it, anyway. I don’t know where he is, but I can sense him within
me, and I know the only thing he hates more than the werewolves that plague his city... is me. My life now revolves
around two things: staying alive and pissing off the bloodsucker in my head.And the only thing that drives him crazier
than drinking myself unconscious? Sleeping with the enemy.
A whip smart librarian’s fresh start comes with a tart twist in this perfect cocktail of murder and mystery—with a romance
chaser. MURDER ON TAP With Chicago winters in the rearview mirror, Chloe Jackson is making good on a promise:
help her late friend’s grandmother run the Sea Glass Saloon in the Florida Panhandle. To Chloe’s surprise, feisty Vivi
Slidell isn’t the frail retiree Chloe expects. Nor is Emerald Cove. It’s less a sleepy fishing village than a panhandle
hotspot overrun with land developers and tourists. But it’s a Sea Glass regular who’s mysteriously crossed the cranky
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Vivi. When their bitter argument comes to a head and he’s found dead behind the bar, guess who’s the number one
suspect? In trying to clear Vivi’s name, Chloe discovers the old woman isn’t the only one in Emerald Cove with secrets.
Under the laidback attitude, sparkling white beaches, and small town ways something terrible is brewing. And the sure
way a killer can keep those secrets bottled up is to finish off one murder with a double shot: aimed at Chloe and Vivi. “An
incredibly enjoyable book.” —Mystery Scene on Sell Low, Sweet Harriet
At first it seems like a prank. How could Veronica Landonwood be the voice on the other end of the phone when she died
three decades ago? But as Arkansas bookseller and amateur sleuth Claire Malloy is about to find out, her cousin
"Ronnie" is very much alive—and in trouble. And could use Claire's help... Today, Ronnie is a renowned scientist living in
Chicago. But when she was a teenager, she had a run-in with a famous Hollywood producer in Acapulco, Mexico. He
attempted to sexually assault her—and she killed him. Having served time in prison, Ronnie finally put her this episode
behind her...until now. Just when she has a real shot at the Nobel Prize, a ruthless blackmailer is threatening to expose
the secrets of her past. Can Claire help to preserve Ronnie's reputation and keep her out of harm's way? That will
depend on Claire's investigation—and what really happened on the night of the murder so many years ago...
Murder Mystery - MURDER ON THE GOLDEN HIND Read this murder mystery series book on your PC, Mac, smart
phone, tablet or other device. Dylan Meyers has just finished up his recent mysterious murder investigation. Little did he
know that soon he will find himself engrossed within murder of a Veteran Conductor on the Golden Hind Express,
through poisoning. With the mysterious death and hardly any leads or evidence in the case, Dylan is up for a challenge.
Though there is an accuse in the case, but is that accused the actual murderer or there is someone else, with ulterior
motive, involved. The book is filled with a complete package of twists, murder mystery of a different sort. Once you start
reading it, its difficult to leave it until the end. So download your copy today! Take action today!!
Nothing spices up the holidays like a killer on the loose. Life was finally starting to feel normal for River Halloway. She
just got promoted to head journalist at the Brimstone Press, and she was looking forward to having a quiet holiday at
home with her housemates and her new “official” boyfriend, Jordan. That is, until two mysterious ghosts randomly
appear in her bedroom on Christmas Eve morning, and the only thing they remember is that River is meant to be the next
victim. Now, not only does River have to spend her holidays solving the mystery of who the ghosts are and how they
were killed, but she must find the killer before the killer finds her. And River has no plans on being his next victim.
Especially this close to Christmas. Bewitch You a Merry Christmas is the third book in N.M. Howell’s Brimstone Bay
paranormal cozy mystery series. If you're a fan of Amanda M. Lee, Juliette Harper, and Amy Boyles, then be sure to get
your fill of magic, mystery, and murder with these fun small town light-read mystery books filled with cats, ghosts, and a
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whole lot of witchy magic. BRIMSTONE BAY Murder Any Witch Way Witch Way to Hallows' Bay Bewitch You a Merry
Christmas Witch Souls to Save
At a dinner party hosted by millionaire Fairfield Dixon in his luxurious, art-filled mansion, the talk is surprisingly
freewheeling and boisterous. Selwyn McCandless, the manager of a large brokerage firm, and his wife, Virginia, are
among the guests. As the conversation rattles on, growing ever more risque and bawdy, Selwyn becomes increasingly
mortified; he resolves to say something that will return civility and decorum to the proceedings. At the conclusion of his
peroration, a shot rings out. Someone has been fatally wounded. Is there any cause-and-effect between Selwyn's
comments and the fatal shot? For the rest of his life, he will fear that there is. During the days that follow the fateful night,
he receives a letter saying that the clues to receiving large portions of Fairfield Dixon's wealth will be found in the city's
thrift shops. The letter, he realizes has been carbon-copied to all the people who were at dinner, that night. But Selwyn
McCandless is a busy man: a dapper dresser, a conservative company- type, a not-too-imaginative person who, day
after day, guides the investments of others. What will it take for him to leave his protected, corporate world, and become
someone who prowls among -- lowers himself to -- cast-offs in dingy thrift shops? Selwyn's son, meanwhile, a veritable
connoisseur of thrift shops, has been working on the crew that is building a new museum for Fairfield Dixon's art. Unlike
his father, Marvin McCandless gets his hands dirty. And that fact eventually leads him to become a suspect in the
murder, and to be subjected to repeated questioning. This is a whodunit, and to give away more of the plot would ruin it.
But THRIFT SHOP MURDERS is much more than a whodunit. In its many threads, it is a reflection on materiality -Americans' love of money and stuff -- versus spirituality; on effete and anonymous corporate power versus hard, dirty
manual labor; on being controlled by abstract finance versus controlling one's own surroundings through craft; in the end,
on what makes value . . . valuable. If a thing had one value when it was new, what is its value now that it has been
relegated to a thrift shop? What is the worth . . . of worth? Yes, in the end, the original murder -- as well as the ones that
follow -- are solved, and all the threads neatly woven together.
By Jenn McKinlay, author of the Library Lover's mysteries and the Cupcake Bakery mysteries, writing as Josie Belle
Maggie Gerber-one of the founding members of the Good Buy Birls- loves her quiet life in St. Stanley, Virginia. But all
that changes when Sam Collins, her old flame, moves back to town as the new sheriff. On top of that, Claire Freemont, a
librarian and the newest member of the Good Buy Girls, starts acting utterly strange. When Maggie goes to visit her the
next day at the library, she finds the body of a very dead man. Turns out the man is someone from Claire's past. As the
handsome new sheriff zeroes in on Claire, it's up to Maggie and the rest of the Good Buy Girls to use their bargainhunting skills to hunt a killer-while making sure they don't pay too much in the process...
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New York Times-Bestselling Author: A millionaire is found dead near his yacht, and a local mom launches an
investigation… Already juggling four kids’ hectic schedules, a rambunctious dog, an attention-craving husband, and a fulltime reporter job, Lucy Stone can't possibly squeeze in another responsibility...or can she? There’s a big wedding
coming up, and Lucy’s promised her friend she’ll help arrange the lavish event in a newly built gazebo. Too bad the
groom, internet millionaire Ron Davitz, is getting on the nerves of the locals, especially after their boats were displaced to
make room for his yacht. When Ron’s body is found floating in the harbor, Lucy isn’t convinced it was accidental. From
the picturesque waterfront to tony Smith Heights Road, Tinker's Cove is awash with suspects. Now, fresh from wedding
planning, Lucy finds herself contemplating her own funeral as she pursues a killer who’ll do anything to keep from being
unveiled…. “Meier takes well-worn plot elements—small-town tensions, in-law troubles—and buffs them into a fresh yarn.
Characters and their interactions are realistic and dryly humorous [and] the Maine coast provides an evocative
backdrop.”—Booklist
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